Premium open aspect goods elevator platform
lifts. Bespoke designs for all your architectural
platform lift requirements.

We rise by lifting others

Goods Elevator Platform Lifts

Basement Lightwell Bin Lift in Central London

Like all pioneers, the Lyfthaus founders’ approach to platform lift design had to be unique. To be
different. They wanted Lyfthaus to stand out by standing for something different. Today we go
beyond the coveted Mylyft Collection of premium open aspect disabled access platform lifts and
reach out into the world of Goods Elevator Platform Lifts. This expanded product portfolio
includes platform lifts for cars, bins, pallets, roll cages and trolleys to name a few. We specialise in
providing bespoke solutions for all your architectural platform lift requirements.

Lyfthaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts
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Virtually undetectable to passing pedestrians
Lyfthaus lightwell lifts are a discreet method of
transporting bins and goods from lightwell
basements to street level. When lowered the lift
is out of sight and often finished to complement
the adjacent architecture. The street side
balustrade is adapted to form a gate complete
with interlock safety mechanism.

Lightwell Goods Elevator
Platform Lift
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Seen here at the rear of a new row of shops and
restaurants this small split level lift is used to Split Level Goods Elevator
Platform Lift
transport roll cages, clothes rails and bins the
1500mm between two levels. The lift is fitted with a
gate, handrails and a goal post barrier to protect
against falling from the upper level. This unit has
been galvanised and fitted with a chainmail skirt.

Lythaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts
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Designed to complement the built
environment and enhance people's
lives. Style and practicality with high
performance and bespoke adaptability.

Lyfthaus open aspect goods elevator
platform lifts can be found in Britain's
finest buildings, architectural icons
and A-list properties.

Split Level Goods Elevator
Platform Lift

Lyfthaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts
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Basement Bin Lift

This goods elevator platform lift transports
two 1100ltr wheelie bins from a subterranean
bin store to street level via a pair of powered
trap doors and an interlocked enclosure. The
lift services the requirements of a large
apartment building in Camden which was
previously the home to Jim Henson's
Muppet’s studio!
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Bin Lift Goods Elevator

Installed at a large NHS teaching hospital this
Lyfthaus model TT3000 split level bin platform
lift is intensively used to transport refuse and
clinical waste bins 1800mm between two fixed
levels. This lift has been galvanised and fitted
with fully clad gates. Other gate options are also
available.

Lyfthaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts

Compact Lightwell Good
Elevator Platform Lift
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This grand home on the prestigious Wentworth
Estate has a Lyfthaus compact lightwell lift fitted to
raise bins from the basement kitchen to ground level
through a custom pair of trap doors. As the lift
platform approaches ground level the trap doors
open and the lift passes through the aperture. These
lifts are exceptionally compact and can be installed in
the most confined areas including the lightwells of
hotels and restaurants.
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Floor to Floor Goods Elevator
Platform Lift

Gucci and Prada at the exclusive
Bicester Shopping Village have
Lyfthaus model TMT1500 goods
elevator platform lifts fitted to raise
boxed goods to the upper floor. The
lifts have been fitted externally to
prevent any impact to the shop floor
selling space. Internal installation is
also available

Lyfthaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts

Underground Bin Storage
(Bike and Motorbike Storage also Available)

No more smelly, ugly bins taking up valuable
garden or driveway space. Bins can now be stored
securely underground and out of sight in a
Lyfthaus subterranean bin store. Various sizes are
available for two, three or four domestic wheelie
bins and up to six 1100ltr commercial bins.
The same system can be used to store bikes and
motorbikes.
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Car Elevator Platform Lifts

This stunning car show room lift is a great
example of a car elevator platform lift that is
also a feature for this Honda car dealer. A
3500mm vertical travel takes cars between
ground floor and the upper floor showroom.
This system can also be used in garages and
homes.

Lyfthaus Goods Elevator Platform Lifts
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Car Elevator Platform Lifts

New car owners are first introduced to their pride
and joy as they see their new car being lowered in
front of them from the floor above whilst the
sound of thunderous music is played in the background! A great way to meet your new car and a
brilliant way of transporting cars between levels.
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Split Level Goods
Elevator Platform Lifts

Seen here at the rear of an express type convenience
store this split level goods elevator platform lift is used
to transport the stores dollie’s from store level to yard
level.

Mylyft Disabled Access Platform Lifts
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The Mylyft Collection by Lyfthaus is a range of premium
open aspect platform lifts that have been designed for
prestige property and the most discerning clients. Produced
in Cambridge at the Lyfthaus Technical Centre these lifts are
highly adaptable to suit client’s exact requirements. Lift
travels of up to 3000mm are available in a huge choice of
sizes and configurations.

Premium Open Aspect Disabled
Access Platform Lifts
www.mylyft.com

www.bylyfthus.com
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Brush stainless steel with frameless glass gates
and barriers is the most popular Mylyft finish but
on trend softer, more natural surface treatments
are also available such as brass, bronze and
copper. Platforms can have the clients’ own
choice of flooring including stone, marble and
slate.

Premium Open Aspect Disabled
Access Platform Lifts
www.mylyft.com
www.bylyfthus.com

We rise by lifting others

Lyfthaus premium open aspect platform lifts can be found in Britain's
finest buildings, architectural icons and A-list properties.

mylyft.com lyfthaus.com bylyfthaus.com
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Lyfthaus Limited, Steeple Bumpstead, Cambridge, England CB9 7BN
Tel: 01440 731111 Email: lifts@lyfthaus.com

Designed and Built in Steeple Bumpstead, Cambridge, England

